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Our Purpose
Improve the lives of women and their families who have experienced,
or are at risk of experiencing, family and domestic violence.

Our Vision
We want a safe and equitable community.

Our Values
At Zonta House we are committed to each individual and their
journey simply because:
We Care

We have Integrity

We are Dedicated

Our Services
Supported Crisis and
Transitional
Accommodation

Positive Pathways
for the
Community

Future
Employment
Connections
for Multicultural
Women (FEC)

Safer Pathways
for Women and
their Children

Adult Justice

Recovery Support
Program

Community
Awareness and
Education

Acknowledgement of Country:
“We, at Zonta House acknowledge the traditional custodians of this land, the
Wadjuk Noongar people, and pay respects to the Elders past and present. We
are committed to honouring Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
peoples, their unique cultural and spiritual relationship to the land, waters and
seas, and their rich contribution to society”.
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Chairperson’s Report
This has been a momentous year for Zonta House
Refuge Association Inc (Zonta House) and an extremely
busy year for the staff and Committee members.
We opened another 24/7 refuge at the beginning of the
year with everyone working together for a seamless
transition in a short time-frame. It is a credit to our CEO
and her team to have this service operational in only
three weeks. We are working with the Department of
Communities in designing and building a new purpose
built crisis refuge and transitional accommodation colocated on one site. We continue to partner with many
organisations to deliver our programs and support
women facing domestic violence.
The pandemic and its social and economic
consequences have had a significant impact on our
clients and we have seen an increased demand for our
services. I am immensely proud of our CEO and our
staff and their exceptional dedication in responding to
the pandemic. We were successful in putting measures
in place to allow us to continue to support women and
the delivery of our services and to minimise risks to our
clients and our staff. It was a huge challenge and we
rose to the occasion.
Zonta House operates comprehensive services
on minimal resources. We operate 24/7 365 days
a year and provide essential crisis and transitional
accommodation to women. We also deliver outreach
and recovery programs and continue to pursue funding
to support those programs and not be reliant on
Government funding. We are supported significantly by
the community – individuals, groups and organisations –
with program sponsorship, monetary donations, in-kind
support and volunteering. We are very fortunate and
gratefully acknowledge the support of our supporters
who help women rebuild their lives, particularly in the
difficult times we are facing.

We continue to plan for the future. Last year we
invested considerable time and effort in identifying
candidates for the Committee and Sub Committees
to enhance the governance and leadership of Zonta
House and were successful in introducing new
members with fresh ideas and new skills. We have
recently engaged the Centre for Social Impact at UWA
to enhance our internal data analytics and improve our
evaluation capacity so we have a clear understanding
of the efficiency of our programs. We have engaged
Lianne Cretney Barnes to facilitate the development of
our new strategic plan in the coming months.
I would like to thank the members of our Committee
and Sub Committees who have worked hard to support
the organisation and supported me in my role as
Chair. This year has been particularly busy and the
many hours of time, expertise and other support given
selflessly and willingly has been a major contributor to
the effectiveness and success of the organisation.
Zonta House continues to grow as an innovative and
effective organisation focused on supporting women
affected by domestic violence and other crisis. We are
a values-driven organisation with outstanding skills
and this is achieving results in the care and support of
all of our clients who rely on us. This is largely a result
of the excellent leadership within the organisation and
our passionate and committed staff. As a Committee
we acknowledge your immense contribution and look
forward to working with you in the coming year.

Gail Curtis
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Chief Executive Officer’s Report
2019-2020 has seen continued growth and
consolidation of our organisation and programs as
we seek to deliver high quality services and support
to women and their children experiencing, and at risk
of, family and domestic violence in our community.
I am very proud to work for an organisation with
values that are embedded in all that we do and with
team members who are dedicated to achieving our
purpose. Our partnerships have strengthened and
support increased as we gain momentum to increase
our impact, create opportunities to contribute to the
prevention and intervention of family and domestic
violence and challenge the systems causing harm.

ongoing and innovative programs. Programs that
provide safety, financial relief, hope and opportunity and
that employ people to support this.

We were thrilled to start the 2019-2020 period being
successful in securing the contract for the women’s
refuge from the Department of Communities. Within
three weeks of signing the contract we opened another
24/7 refuge and had increased our staffing by 25%.
I thank the Department for their trust in us and our
approach to delivering services and commend our
staff for their commitment to making this happen. To
be fully operational and for the seamless transition was
a significant achievement. Operating two 24/7 refuges
has increased our capacity to provide intensive support
and safety to more women.

We responded immediately to the pandemic as it
arose, actioning strategies to minimise risks to staff and
clients and to ensure the critical and essential services
and supports continued. This included minimising staff
over multiple sites, working remotely for corporate
and outreach staff, moving education programs
online, securing adequate PPE and implementing a
communication strategy to ensure staff remained
engaged and connected. We activated daily zoom
check ins with guest speakers, free flu vaccinations,
COVID-19 leave and working from home policies. Our
staff were exceptional over this period and dedicated
to continuity of service and support for women
and families at risk of harm and working 24/7. In a
survey on observations, reflections and insight into
COVID-19 impact on our staff, clients and feedback for
the organisation, respondents rated Zonta House’s
response as 2.91/3 - with 3 being the highest at ‘Very
Well’.

Not many people would have predicted the worldwide
pandemic in 2020 that shook us all to our core and
challenged the safety of most of our comforts. Comforts
like health security, that is not afforded to everyone. It
also challenged and questioned our privilege and asked
what we were contributing to Aboriginal people in
Australia with the gaps still to be closed in our country
after 20 years.
Prior to COVID-19 family and domestic violence was a
national emergency. We watched closely as COVID-19
crept closer and the panic started spreading faster than
the illness. We saw perhaps the worst in people early
on and then the best as we navigated this new world.
We were worried about the women in our programs,
in our refuges away from family and friends – their
homes, women in prison sitting waiting, children now
not able to attend school or get any respite from unsafe
homes, women losing their jobs, women and children
in the community living with perpetrators of abuse and
all those living in constant fear. We also had concerns
about the sustainability of our programs as they were
reliant on government, philanthropic and corporate
partnerships, fundraising and donations to fund our

COVID-19 bought many challenges for us all. As
individuals, challenges included the prospect of
unemployment, working from home, juggling multiple
roles, being away from loved ones and how to manage
being essential workers. As an organisation we faced
challenges such as how do we keep operating, how can
we continue to deliver services, how do we keep our
staff safe physically and emotionally? In particular how
would we manage if we got an infection in our refuges?

It was an interesting time as a leader and I had to
ensure that although I had pressing and multiple
priorities that our staff felt engaged and cared for. I
enjoyed working with peers on the State Government
Taskforce for Victims of Family and Domestic Violence
and advocating and representing our sector and
keeping women and children at risk as the focus.
The almost immediate federal announcement about
investment into family and domestic violence helped
alleviate some of our fear around heightened risk of
harm to families and the economic impact on specialist
services. The response and support received from the
community, philanthropic foundations and corporates for
our organisation has been so positive and has enabled us to
focus more on delivering services and being innovative at
this time rather than immediate organisational sustainability.
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“It is a privilege to work alongside a team who is so dedicated to supporting
women and families who have experienced family and domestic violence. The
genuine care that everyone has for each other and every woman that comes
through our service is inspiring.”
We will continue to be vigilant in our approach and
prepared to respond to the current environment.
The only constant at the moment is change and
we are fortunate to have strong foundations and
highly capable teams in place to adapt and respond
adequately.

Ongoing and long-term funding is a challenge
particularly for innovative programs and we continue
to seek opportunities as they present. We are looking
forward to working with the Centre for Social Impact in
2020 and progressing our journey in measuring our
impact and continuously improving support we provide.

Evidence from around the world shows that family and
domestic violence has and will continue to rise during
this time. It also shows that women in particular will
be impacted by unemployment. We hope that the WA
State Government Recovery Plan continues to focus on
employment for women and investment into the care
sector or industries where women are in the higher
percentage of employees. Evidence shows funding
into these sectors has significant positive returns on
investment.

I appreciate the relationship and support received
from the Committee, practical support provided by
Sub-Committees and how connected the Committee
is to the organisation and our purpose. A special
acknowledgement to Leanne Nickels who stepped
down from the Committee and Chairperson role at
our AGM in October 2019 and congratulations to Gail
Curtis who was appointed as the Chairperson going
forward. In 2020 we also embark on our next long
term Strategic Plan which includes a comprehensive
stakeholder engagement process.

Gender inequality is the social context enabling
violence against women to occur and it is a national
emergency. Gender inequality is a social condition
characterised by unequal value afforded to men and
women and an unequal distribution of power, resources
and opportunity between them. This needs to be
addressed and we need to make change. We need
champions through-out our community who help
us create opportunities for change and intervention.
We need to start holding perpetrators to account and
adequate responses to address and change behaviours
or we will forever be providing crisis responses and
women and children will continue to be harmed and
murdered.
The work we do can be challenging and high risk but
the reward and motivation is life-changing. The women
we are privileged to support have incredible strengths,
resilience, courage and have survived. I have also really
enjoyed observing the interactions between staff and
women we support and the genuine care shown for
each other. The opportunity we have in being able to
make a real difference in people’s lives is significant.

At Zonta House we are proud of the continued
innovation of programs based on need and our
solution-focused response to issues faced by the
women who access or need support in the community.
Our Programs are unique and have been developed
based on that need and they are more vital than ever.
We look forward to the year ahead in continuing to
deliver our services, working collaboratively with our
partners and supporters and to seek opportunities in
the prevention and intervention of family and domestic
violence through education. We thank all of our
supporters who contribute to providing safety, hope
and opportunities for women who need our services
through no fault of their own.

Kelda Oppermann
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Treasurer’s Report
Zonta House has grown significantly during the 20192020 financial year, with significant increases in revenue
and staff as a result of increase in operations and
government subsidies during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Despite the unrest caused by the pandemic, Zonta
House finds itself in a strong financial position at the
end of 2020 and has built a foundation to support the
organisation into the future.
This year the financial statements are consolidated
with The Buff Denny Trust. The Buff Denny Trust was
established in 2011 to raise, invest and manage money
for the purpose of strengthening the financial bases
of Zonta House and to focus on developing a funding
base for future activities and projects. The Buff Denny
Trust is a Public Ancillary Fund with matching objectives
to Zonta House and is managed by Zonta House Pty
Ltd, whose Board comprises of members of Zonta
House and is therefore controlled by Zonta House
under Australian Accounting Standards. It is named in
recognition of Elizabeth Fitzgerald, also known as Buff
Denny.
As a result of this consolidation, the assets in the
financial statements include cash reserves and the
Zonta House head office building owned in The Buff
Denny Trust. There is also revenue included for Buff
Denny, that previously would not have been included in
the Zonta House financial statements.
Other significant changes in the 2020 financial year
include adjustments made for new accounting
standards, including AASB 15 Revenue from Contracts
with Customers and AASB 1058 Income of Not-for-Profit
Entities which have both been adopted from 1 July
2019. These standards provide an adjusted approach
for revenue recognition for the 2020 financial year. As
a result, over $520,000 of revenue that would usually
be recognised in future years in line with associated
spending has been included in revenue in 2020. As this
funding is allocated for use in programs in 2021, it has
been transferred to a reserve for this purpose.
We have continued to pursue opportunities for
alternative funding with private, community
and corporate interests to secure the long term
sustainability of our Positive Pathways Program. We are
delighted that our Positive Pathways program is fully
funded for the year ahead, meaning we can provide
vital coaching, training and support to assist women
improve their lives and prepare themselves for the

future. We acknowledge and are extremely thankful
for the support from the Department for Communities,
Lotterywest, Chevron, Mental Health Commission,
Scanlon Foundation, Centrecare and our private,
corporate and community supporters who provided
funding to enable Zonta House to continue its mission
including, but not limited to, the Wheeler Charitable
Foundation; the McCusker Charitable Foundation, the
Stan Perron Charitable Foundation, Make a Difference
WA and Threads of Change and our many other
supporters.
On behalf of the Committee I would also like to
acknowledge the excellent support during the year
in the finance function from Gabriella Del Borrello
and Rachael Chenhall, who are always highly praised
by both the Zonta House team and our auditors for
their diligence. I would also like to acknowledge the
members of the Finance Committee – Melanie Hay,
Ron Louis and Patrick Bovet - for their commitment
and valuable contributions during an extremely
busy time. My final thanks goes to our CEO, Kelda
Oppermann, whose continued drive for financial
security, governance and unwavering diligence enables
us to continue improving and providing valuable life
changing services to those that need them long into
the future.
As Treasurer of the Zonta House Refuge Association
Inc. I recommend our audited financial statements to
our members.

Sarah Josey
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Achievements
New refuge contract
Membership and participation in local, state and national forums and committees
Total of

39 different training sessions attended with 244 staff attendances

23 students on placement
52 community awareness sessions delivered to 2,493 people
Staffing increase of 20% (FTE increase from 17 to 24FTE)
34 staff nominations
for the Zonta House
recognition program

Over 15 individual
volunteers
(ongoing/regular)

Increase in in-kind and
monetary donations from
the community (256 in-kind
and 333 monetary)
Total of 104
individual
corporate
volunteers
(ongoing/regular)

Over $160,881
raised in
fundraising
and donations

@zontahouse #zontahouse
Instagram increase of 665 followers over
the financial year, which is a 112.7% increase as at 30th June 1255 followers
In-kind support
of over

Ride Against
Domestic Violence
Beneficiary

$20,750

@zontahouserefuge

through volunteer
days and
project work

Facebook increase of 669 likes over the
financial year, which is a 26.7% increase as at 30th June 3179 likes
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Achievements
Zonta House Service Summary

343

women access supported
accommodation

134

education programs
facilitated with 507
attendances

83

individuals provided
with support to
live safely in the
community

25

women provided with
specialist study and
employment case
management

105

women provided with
specialist mental health
and alcohol and other
drug appointments over
604 sessions

74

women provided with
parenting support in prison

52

community awareness
sessions to 2493 people

109

coaching sessions

56

women provided with
support to reintegrate
into the community
from the adult justice
system
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Timeline of Achievements/Events
July 2019
• “An Evening with Zonta House” Event attended
by 32 supporters
• Interim Refuge 12-month contract commenced
• Increase in crisis beds by 7
• Mental Health Conference presentation
May 2020

August 2019
• Angie Perkins Service Delivery Manager
nominated for Community Sector Leadership
Award as part of the Emerging Women in
Leadership Awards 2019.

September 2019
• All Agency Away Day – staff development day
• Ground & Co Partnership commenced – Social Impact

October 2019
• AGM and appointment of new Chairperson Gail 		
Curtis and Committee Members

November 2019
• Silent March attended by 17 Staff
• Christmas campaign launched
• Morning tea held for Zonta Club members
with 17 in attendance

December 2019
• 158 women and 148 children supported 		
through Christmas campaign

January 2020
• Funding received from Threads of Change to
support the Future Employment Connections
Program for 2020

February 2020
• Kelda Oppermann CEO nominated for finalist in
40under40 awards
• Beneficiary and guest at Business Chicks
Australia International Women’s Day event
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March 2020
• Head Office COVID-19 closure and working
from home policy implemented
• COVID-19 Pandemic response; design and
delivery of online education support programs

April 2020
• Head Office re-opened and rotation of staff 		
attendance in line with COVID-19 restrictions
• Participation in COVID-19 Family and Domestic 		
Violence Taskforce
• Support received from Woodside totalling to 		
support Transitional Accommodation for the 		
2020-2021 financial year
• Funding received from Woodside and the 		
McCusker Charitable Foundation for Supported 		
Transitional Accommodation until June 2021
• Selected as 1 of 4 charities for Chevron Australia 		
employee donations for COVID-19 frontline support

May 2020
• Funding received from Lotterywest for Emergency
Relief until May 2021 and a pilot 6 month Outreach
program to respond to current environment
• Additional funding received from Department of 		
Communities for COVID-19 related expenses 		
(cleaning etc)
• Funding received from the Department of 		
Communities for COVID-19 related expenses
• Funding received from the Stan Peron Charitable
Foundation for Positive Pathways until June 2022

June 2020
• Lotterywest cheque presented by Hon. Simone 		
McGurk MLA at Head Office
• Safer Pathways funding extension from 			
Department of Communities until December 2020
• Contract extensions received for Support 		
Crisis Accommodation from the Department of 		
Communities until June 2021
• Finalist in the Impact 100 grants process for the 		
Future Employment Connections Program
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Student Placements
“I think the most valuable part of this placement was
being able to contribute to a cause that is close to my
heart. To see so many people go out of their way to
help the women in need is amazing to see and I really
look forward to see more of what Zonta House will do.”
“I experienced staff that were helpful, supporting, and
interested in educating me. Staff showed genuine
concern and urgency with clients.”
“My placement was above and beyond my
expectations. I was really made to feel I was part of the
team and given the opportunity to gain experience in
interacting with clients and assisting them to achieve
goals.”
“Hearing their stories, witnessing their courage, strength
and resilience. Seeing women at varying stages of their
recovery and how they support each other in the PPP
and meeting women who have come through recovery
and are now thriving. All of which has reaffirmed to
me this is the sector I want to work in. Also Zonta. The
leadership is stunning the team impressive. It’s clear
Zonta is a values driven organisation. It’s absolutely
the best example of how organisations should be and
can be operated. I am so grateful to have had this
opportunity.”

“It’s clear these values are at the forefront of how staff
go about their work on a daily basis. Not only in the day
to day operational tasks but in the small actions too.
Such as how all staff were always willing to go above
and beyond to help clients and each other. How staff
show genuine interest in each other and with clients. In
all engagements with clients I saw and felt genuine care
and empathy from staff. I saw how staff are dedicated
to doing their best for clients, and how they set positive
examples by demonstrating integrity – showing up
when they say they will, doing what they say they will;
demonstrating respect and accountability – listening,
speaking and acting appropriately. Whether it’s taking
time to listen to a client who may be having a bad
day, supporting a team member with an adhoc task,
volunteering for or making time to answer a students
questions. In amongst all of the business of Zonta, it
was clear that the client is at the heart of everything
staff do. I’ve seen busy staff members drop everything
to attend to a client who wasn’t doing so well. There is a
wonderful camaraderie among the team and a feeling
of family. They pull together in times of need and to get
stuff done. Fantastic!”
“I volunteered at Zonta House in 2018 and thoroughly
valued the experience. We worked on cleaning up the
garden for one of the properties and I really appreciated
the opportunity to make someone’s life a little more
pleasant by making their living space nicer to be in.”
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Staff Recognition
“Lyndsey is well respected amongst her colleagues and
her dedication to whatever role she takes on is evident.”
“Anna is tremendously dedicated to her role and
consistently goes above and beyond to ensure both the
women we work with and our staff feel cared for. I have
noticed that Anna always takes the time to provide
additional support to clients and colleagues, including
to debrief or just to have a cuppa, without making the
interaction feel conditional or rushed.”
“I would like to nominate Tara as her transparent, open
and consistent work with the women she supports
is valued by her peers and the women she supports.
Tara’s ability to always operate with a person centred
lens and whilst supporting her colleagues is very
welcomed and admired. Tara is calm, compassionate
and a team player and we love having her in our Zonta
House Family.”

“Anu is committed to her team is evident in her
communication, attending and contributing to training
and meetings and sharing her vast knowledge. Anu is
calm, experienced and confident in her role and the
pride she has working for Zonta House is a pleasure to
see. Thank you Anu for your hard work and dedication
in all you do.”
“Maddie has the most beautiful, gentle, and therapeutic
manner when supporting our ladies, particular at times
when they are expressing acute distress. Maddie makes
herself available to provide emotional and practical
support to clients and colleagues, no matter how busy
she may be. Maddie always makes people feel listened
to, validated, and valued.”
“I would like to nominate Sarah for the value of CARE as
Sarah always displays care in all of the work which she
carries out.
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Sarah cares about her colleagues and the staff she
works alongside. Sarah always checks in with each
client when on shift. Although at times the WA role
can be demanding and does require time at the desk
- Sarah loves to spend quality time with the ladies out
in the main house and cooks and shares dinner time
with them. Sarah cares about her colleagues by giving
thorough client updates – showing care for the team
and the client in doing so.”
“The definition of caring is someone or something that
shows kindness and concern for others. A person who
is concerned about others and who does kind things for
them. Vanessa shows she cares is so many ways and
the work and effort she puts into her role enables so
many women and their families to be touched and feel
cared for and about. Over the last few months watching
Vanessa adapt PP to be 100% online, developing
content, connecting with so many women whilst
holding hope and space for them has been wonderful
to work alongside. We hear the stories of the difference
her wisdom and knowledge makes to those around her.
Thank you Vanessa for being there for your team and
always making time for everyone around you.”
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“Ella is the glue that keeps us together and informed
at all times, she’s always pleasant, funny, and she’s
AMAZING on the social media, advocating for our ladies
and getting them what they need and more!”
“I would like to nominate Sim for being dedicated to
her role at Zonta House. Sim always goes above and
beyond for the clients and the colleagues she works
alongside and always thinks out side of the box for
better ways to support the clients.”
“Rachael never fails to bring a smile to my face and
make me feel warm and fuzzy. I notice Rachael often
goes out of her way to help out or do something kind,
even if it inconveniences her, which really speaks to
her compassionate and generous nature. Rachael
demonstrates sensitivity when handling challenging
situations, whether this be related to her own duties or
issues arising for the women we work with. When I have
felt down or stressed, Rachael is quick to offer an ear to
listen to and a big hug. Thanks Rach!!”
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Our Programs
Statistically significant statistics reported only
Zonta House utilise a number of measures to analyse
service quality, effectiveness and impact. This includes
demographic data, feedback forms, a life matrix
and psychometric assessments at intake and exit.
Psychometric assessments used include:
DASS21
The Depression, Anxiety, and Stress Scales – revised
21 (DASS21) is a 21 item self-report scale which is able
to discriminate distress experienced by depression,
anxiety, and general stress symptomology. High scores
correlate with higher levels of distress.
Life Matrix
The Life Matrix measure was developed by Zonta
House as a means to collect a snapshot of information
pertaining to client quality of life. Our clients complete
the Life Matrix on entry and exit. The measure provides
an overall score for quality of life, and 13 subscale
domains.

Supported Accommodation
Crisis and Offsite Crisis Accommodation
Zonta House offers 24/7, crisis accommodation and
off-site crisis accommodation for women over 18, who
currently do not have children in their care. Twenty
three beds are accessed in our 6 sites which are all
single rooms. During 2019-2020, 266 women accessed
this service and 66% reported they were at high risk of
serious harm. 96% of women supported reported they
were terrified of the perpetrator.
All women are encouraged to engage with our
Womens Advocates and Support Coordinator teams
and supported with their healing journey. The teams
work alongside the women to develop an individual
plan, creating goals and actions. Through this
collaborative process of informal counselling, advocacy
and referrals women are supported on her healing
journey to reach their goals.
All women enter the service through our two 24/7
on-site crisis centres which provided 24 hour care and
support, single bedrooms with shared facilities, meals,

laundry facilities, phone and internet, emergency
clothing, toiletries and personal items. Support from
Palmerston, Lifeline and Jacaranda Community
Services are provided onsite. Safety and connections to
children and supports in the community are paramount
and staff work with each women and their individual
needs and journeys.
Off-site crisis accommodation provides single rooms,
computers and 24/7 phone access to support staff. The
off-site crisis accommodation is based on a supported
independent living model. Womens Advocated attend
three times a week working alongside each women
on her healing journey. Transport is also provided for
women to access the Positive Pathways workshops
from all sites.
For the women participating in the exit assessments
there was a 29% decrease in mental health distress
from intake to exit and 12% increase in quality of life.

Transitional Accommodation
Transitional housing is accessed by women who seek
additional supports and/or have been unable to secure
suitable supported, safe housing and or affordable
options post crisis accommodation stays.
Zonta House has 20 short, medium transitional beds
and long term housing accessed by 60 women in 20192020.
Transitional housing gives women the opportunity
to have continued support in safe affordable
accommodation once exiting crisis accommodation.
During this time women are supported and encouraged
to engage in further education, gain employment and
link in with necessary services to support and advocate
with their individual needs and future goals and plans.
This includes support and assistance to continue
attending ongoing groups, workshops and counselling
with Positive Pathways.
58% of women exiting transitional accommodation
moved into their own private rental and 58% had
gained employment. For the women participating in the
exit assessments there was a 28% decrease in mental
health distress and 7% increase in quality of life.
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Zonta House provided safe, supported accommodation
for 17 women directly from prison, some women are
paroled to the address and without this support may
have been unable to exit prison. ReSet reintegration
team provide comprehensive case management in
collaboration with Zonta House.
By providing a flexible, supportive environment
for women to reside whilst reconnecting with the
community, families, employment and long-term
housing women have thrived with 86% reconnecting
with their children, 19% gaining employment and 22%
securing a private rental or community housing. All
women are provided with emergency relief at the sign
up and on exit when required.

Safer Pathways for Women
and Children
Safer Pathways for Women and Children is a Zonta
House collaboration with the Housing Authority
catchment areas of the Cannington and Victoria Park
offices. Eighty three individuals were provided support
in 2019-2020, 70% of women were at high risk of
serious harm.
Working together we seek to reduce the impacts of
family and domestic violence and promote safety for
women and children who are tenants or on the Housing
Authority waitlist. Comprehensive risk assessment
meetings provide each women the opportunity to
share her story and seek specialised FDV support to
review safely plans, information and advocacy with legal
services and WAPOL, providing detailed information
to the Housing Authority on risks, preparator/s history
and patterns of control and offenses with women’s
protective behaviour to keep herself and her children
safe and recommendations outlined.
Zonta House provides a bridge between the women,
Housing Authority and services to ensure women
and children live free from violence in their home
and the preparator is held accountable. Zonta House
hosts South East Corridor meetings which promote
information sharing, collaboration, resources between
specialist services, Housing Authority and WAPOL in the
regions.
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Safer Pathways additionally provides intensive and
specialised support to women on an outreach basis
over a 12-week period and referrals to other FDV
services who provide long term support. The program
works in partnership with the woman and her children,
other services, family members, supports and Housing
Authority. Support is varied and tailored to the families’
needs and individual situations promoting, healing and
safety. 100% of women who accessed the program
stated they would recommend the program.

Recovery Support Program
The Recovery Support Program was accessed by
189 women in 2019-2020 through accommodation,
outreach and Positive Pathways programs. The
program aims to increase positive outcomes for
women experiencing family and domestic violence
who have co occurring needs relating to mental
health and/or have been affected by alcohol and other
drugs. All women are provided with the option to
access the program and/or support to access existing
relationships to services and supports. The program
has built strong partnerships and acts as a holding
and brief intervention model for women with the aim
to link women with ongoing, suitable community
supports. Partnerships are vital in ensuring that prompt,
specialised services are advocated for and provided
promptly.
Staff are highly qualified and provide specialised
trauma informed responses, informal counselling,
groups, referrals, advocacy, support to appointments
and transport. A Recovery plan is developed by the
woman with staff to ensure supports are in place for the
woman to feel safe and supported in her recovery and
wellbeing. Women can access multiple appointments
to meet their needs. The program works in conjunction
with Womens Advocates and Support Coordinators.
There was a 26% decrease in mental health distress
from intake to exit for women accessing the program.
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Positive Pathways

Positive Pathways APP

In 2019-2020 138 women accessed the Zonta House
Positive Pathways program. This specialist program
decreases the impact and promoting safety for women
and children impacted by family and domestic violence
and prevent family and domestic violence in the
community. Positive Pathways is a unique program
providing specialist services in the Perth metropolitan
area providing education workshops, community
awareness, inter-agency advocacy and coaching.
Referrals are received from multiple women’s refuges,
community services, job service providers, government
departments and self-referrals. The programs give
women a sense of purpose and hope and can
completely alter the direction and outlook on life. Eighty
seven workshops were facilitated with 507 attendances
with 109 coaching sessions provided.

The Positive Pathways Safety and Well Being APP, was
the first of its kind in Australia, is available on new and
old iOS and Android devices, and is completely free
to all users. The unique APP has a facade of being a
“wellness” app, with no apparent domestic violence
relevance. Its emergency functionalities are built into
this facade, enabling the user to record and send
emergency messages to trusted contacts without
detection.

Positive Pathways holistic integrative approach
addresses physical and emotional health and practical
life skills supports. The qualitative and quantitative
feedback show women feel safe and heard. The biggest
benefit to women is the sense of community, belonging
and acceptance the women feel from taking part in
the Positive Pathways program. Women state they feel
valued and connected. Trust is built in our staff and
the external service providers who we work with to co
facilitate content and provide warm referral pathways.
The sessions often include guest speakers, referral
opportunities and complimentary services. Sessions
are co facilitated with internal and external service
providers to deliver the programs. Current partnerships
include Western Australian Police, Women’s Legal
Service, Fremantle Women’s Health, Jacaranda,
Holyoake, The Young Women’s Boxing Project, Di
Wilcox and Centrecare. Additional activities following
the education component currently include sound
therapy, boxing, art and crafts, meditation, yoga,
hairdressing, cooking, aromatherapy and self defence.
These partnerships break down the barriers for women
to access the needed supports in the community in a
safe and welcoming environment.
For the women participating in relevant programs there
was a 28% decrease in mental health distress.

Future Employment
Connections
The Zonta House Future Employment Connections
Program provides tailored and comprehensive
employment and training support for women who
have experienced family or domestic violence with
the overall goal of economic independence. In 20192020 25 women were supported in the program. This
focused specialist support enhances the likelihood
of success towards economic independence and
community integration in a safe environment. The
program has established partnerships with service
providers with specialist work experience and
volunteering pathways in the best interest of the
safety and wellbeing of participants. Zonta House has
engaged with existing women’s social enterprises
for opportunities for participants, dependant on their
individual training or employment goals through
individual session and groups. Support is provided
through one on one appointments and groups.
•

Police clearances and working with children 		
checks

•

First aid certificates

•

Vouchers and in-kind support for interviews

•

Laptops for study

•

Documents translated into English

•

Volunteering and opportunities with partner 		
organisations

Upon exit from the program 50% of women had
obtained employment, 90% of women had current
resumes and 86% had future career goals. For the
women who exited the program there was a 13%
decrease in mental health distress and 19.4% increase in
quality of life from intake to exit from the program.
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ReSet – Adult Justice
Reintegration and Parenting
Programs
Zonta House partners with Centrecare Inc. in the
Wungening Aboriginal Corporation led ReSet
Adult Justice collaboration. Zonta House employs
experienced staff in this program providing parenting
and reintegration support to women residing in and/
or exiting prison in the Perth Metro area. Zonta House’s
contribution is extensive case management, group
facilitation, education programs and expertise in
working with women who have experienced family
and domestic violence. Seventy four women were
supported by Zonta House staff in the parenting
program and 56 in reintegration.
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Community Awareness
Zonta House facilitated community awareness sessions
to a vast array of organisations and community
groups. The purpose of the sessions is to educate
the community and raise awareness of family and
domestic violence and the resulting impacts on mental
health and homelessness. This is key to prevention
and intervention of family and domestic violence.
The audiences included individuals from corporate,
government, education providers, students, community
groups, legal and health organisations.
During 2019-2020 Zonta House facilitated 52 sessions
to 2493 people.

Program Demographics
Age of individuals
accessing services
and support

Cultural Identity

•

4% were aged under 18

•

35% of women identified as Aboriginal

•

7% were aged 18-24

•

•

32% were aged 25-34

2% of women identified as Aboriginal and/or
Torres Strait Islander

•

30% were aged 35-44

•

18% of women identified as being culturally
and linguistically diverse

•

15% were aged 45-54

•

78% of women were born in Australia

•

6% were aged 55-64

•

6% were aged 65+

Other
•

68% of women presenting to relevant services were at high risk of harm from family and domestic
violence perpetrator

•

14% of women identified as having a medical or physical health issue

•

49% of women reported having diagnosed mental health issue

•

17% of women reported having legal issues

•

27% of women identified as having a past or current substance use issue
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Feedback from women across
the programs
Feedback forms are utilised by Zonta House as a
tool to measure the client's satisfaction with the
services they have received. The overall satisfaction
rating for the programs across 7 questions, scored
out of 5 was 4.7.
• Great, safe and supportive environment for all 		
women. Keep up the great work, forever grateful!
• I had a few appointments. I do not have an issue
with addiction, but she helped me a lot to recover
from the trauma experience and find my own inner
strength.
• My Case Manager was – professional, expedient,
efficient, polite, intelligent and enabled me to achieve
1000x what I achieved in previous stays.
• Thank you very much, I just really need to find 		
accommodation that will have myself and the kids –
I’m just too lost without them!
• I cannot praise the ladies here more – they are 		
beautiful, kind, caring and more. I have truly taken in
all their help and advice from my short time here
and armed with a new knowledge of any changes in
him, even slightly, I will leave.
• Everyone helped me to keep myself to be with 		
someone as they all are going through the same
situation
• Being connected to positive pathways, realizing what
I was experiencing was abuse and knowing I’m not
alone.
• I felt safe with you and felt comfortable with Zonta
family. Christmas day was special.
• Donna always made me feel welcome and at home
here.
• Thank you so very much for helping me become
a better person a strong enough to leave a DV 		
relationship.
• Thank you for helping me get through this hard 		
times and thanks for having me here I feel stronger.

• The best part was having support and knowing I’m
not alone.
• I felt it was a safe place.
• Very informative and the guest speakers were 		
really beneficial, providing lots of information and
recommendations of other services available. I have
gained more knowledge about how the FDV police
unit can help, legal advice regarding VROs and Family
Restraining orders, personal injuries claims and 		
security safety for myself, my daughter and our home.
• A really good course with lots of information, thank
you as I didn’t know how much help and support is
available and through this workshop, I now know
how to access many more relevant services.
• I have taken away understanding healthy 		
connections with others, but most importantly the
“connection to myself”, where thoughts go and
energy flows. Therefore I’ve learnt to let go of what
isn’t serving me well, as if I take my attention and
energy away from it, it loses its power and control.
This is why when I share/tell my story, it takes away
the power of my feelings of shame… helping me to
deal and take control of my life and personal growth.
• This course was exactly what I needed at this point. I
have come so far in my personal development 		
journey, but now (due to the course) I’m aware that
I need to work on the topics of self-judgement and
self-criticism. I found this a little confronting as I
wasn’t actively mindful that self-judgement and 		
criticism still impacted on me so much, almost like a
‘natural’ and ‘normal’ response... which isn’t healthy or
beneficial to me at all. These 2 areas are now my
focus points to continue to work on. To improve
myself and to embrace self-kindness and 		
compassion.
• A brilliant course, thank you so much Vanessa. I
have learnt a HUGE amount and I’m grateful for
all that Positive Pathway offers. I’m so appreciative
of how passionate, committed, compassionate,
understanding, supportive and helpful (the list could
easily continue) that Vanessa is and how much I 		
have gained from her in my personal growth. She is
like a ‘real life angel’.
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• I have taken away a better understanding from a kids
point of view, strategies, different ways to approach
and address the situation and a better way to deal
with it. (Tone, discipline, love and how to express 		
your feelings towards them).
• It was a wonderful ‘women’ bonding workshop and
the vibe was awesome. To see everyone getting a
facial, their make-up and hair done, and for them to
look at themselves afterwards was beautiful to 		
witness the sheer happiness. Everyone was 		
complementing others, feeling amazing themselves
and there was such a joyful and ecstatic energy in
the room.
• Simple breakdown of support and clarity on staff
roles and responsibilities for women to better utilise
services was awesome, practical functional, logical.
• I enjoyed the simple strategies provided to assist
in coping with daily matters, staff listening, advising,
demonstrating, following through 100% amazed me
and in so thankful.
• I cannot thank you all enough to take me on board,
accepting who I am and offering so much support
that Id never imagined. You were the lighthouse that
guided me to the shore from the darkest rough sea
and I struggled in. Thank you.
• I was treated with so much love and care from
Jodie, Sim, Tiff, Kim, Sarah, Anna (boss) that I
wanted to keep living for my son.
• I was lost by the screeches in my head till I was
helped to stand and listened to by these angels 		
known as Zonta staff.
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• I felt very supported while at zonta Refuge,
particularly with my medical condition and being
supported through COVID-19, will never forget the
support. I learned a lot about DV from being in
the refuge and from the other ladies in the house,
learnt about DV outside of the community and
that DV effects everyone.
• I learnt about different staff from different cultures
and appreciated support from Anu.
• Jodie was very supportive.
• Lyndsey was the best support ever received, got
me to where I needed to be, did extra things that
needed to be done. Big thank you to Lyndsey,
I feel like me again.
• All staff members very caring and polite to us, I
am very much thanking for the all helps from all
the staff.
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Our Supporters
We would like to sincerely thank and acknowledge each of our supporters who have contributed to Zonta House
Refuge Association Inc. over the past 12 months.
Funding, Grants and Sponsorship
Centrecare
Department of Communities
McCusker Charitable Foundation
Mental Health Commission
Stan Perron Charitable Foundation
Scanlon Foundation
The Wheeler Charitable Foundation
Threads of Change
Partnerships
Centrecare
Communicare
Curtin University
Edith Cowan University
Holyoake
Jaccaranda Community Service
Lifeline
Make a Difference Foundation WA
Marr Mooditj
McCusker Centre for Internships
North Metro Tafe
Palmerston
South Metro Tafe
The Big Issue
The Essentials Collective
The Underground Collaborative
UnitedWay
Wungening
Organisations and Community Groups
Donations and Volunteering
ADD Energy
AMCAP Distribution Centre
Angela’s Amazing Fitness Group
Bandyup Prison
Bankwest
Bannermann Solicitors
Baptist Church Mount Pleasant
Beaver Tree Services
Bella Moments Photography
BDO Australia
Boyd Metal Industries
Business Chicks
Chevron
City of South Perth
Cockburn Gateway Shopping Centre
Conair Australia
Curam Early Learning School
CWA Bedfordale
Diva Boutique

DLA Piper Australia
Event Cinema Innaloo
Faith Community Services
FDC Building
Fremantle Sailing Club Ladies
Gosnells Toy Library
Governors Establishment
Grant Thornton Australia
Healthy Smiles
IGA Canningvale
IINET TPG Group
Impact Communications
Jenny’s Book Club
KBR Group
King Edward Memorial Hospital
Lash Studio 21
Learning Through Play Family Day Care
Little Market Place
Main Roads Heavy Vehicle Services
Mareeka Roley Country Club
Mary Grant Yoga
Mater Dei College
McDermott Australia
Melville Citizens Relief Fund
Melville Osteo
Minderoo Foundation
Mineral Resources
My Cause Gift Giving
Ninja Academy
OAPL Prosthetics and Orthotics
Official Liverpool Supporters Club of WA
Portuguese Australian Women’s Association
P&N Bank
Penrhos College
Pharmacy on Napoleon
Plush Events
Real Property
Restore A Smile
Rio Tinto
Riverview Church
Rockabella Beauty
Rossmoyne IGA
Rotary Club of Booragoon
Share the Dignity
Shine Lawyers
Southern Steel WA
Stephen Rooney Photography
St George Indian Orthodox Church
Styled By Fliss
Supreme Court Perth
Tall Girls Club
The Armadale Dance Club
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Our Supporters
The Pink Deli
The Tribute Coffee + Kitchen
Total Movement
Uber Australia
UWA Welfare Guild
WA Cutting Services
Woodside Energy Ltd.
Woolworths Armadale
Your Social Voice
Zetta Group Jennifer Gammie
Personal
Abbey Roberts
Adil Khimasia
Alex Hillman
Alex Wallis
Alexa Wilkins
Alexandra Groves
Alexandra Kenyon
Alisa Foster
Alisha Thompson
Alison Cartwright
Alison Doughty
Alison Martin
Alyssa Costello
Amelia O’Sullivan
Andrea Paterson
Andrew and Jennifer O’Hara
Ann Clemens
Ann Kent
Ann Stevenson
Anna Adams
Annabelle Gurney
Anne & Frank Sibbel
Anne Marie Meynert
Anne-Marie Farley
Annette Brown
Anthea McCormick
Antoinette Stryk
Ashleigh Scully
Audrey Wood
Bakhyt Abishbayev
Barbara Buchanan
Barbara Marka
Belinda Campbell
Bianca Sardelic
Boon Fah Chong
Brad Jones
Brad Mills
Brad Ryman
Bridey Swain
Bridget De Freitas
Caitlin Hughes

Cara Babb
Carl Strommen
Carol Harrison
Carole Theobald
Caroline James
Carolyn Greive
Catharine Holloway
Catherine Burns
Chantelle Thom
Charlotte Burnell
Chelsea Smith
Chistopher Chi
Chris Watts
Christian Mitchell
Christopher Sappelli
Clare Loades
Clare Rothon
Courtney Watters
Craig Bunting
Danielle Davison
Dannielle Haigh
Darren Palmer
David Liddy
Dawn Baireuther
Deanne Renting
Denise Smith
Derrick Tan
Devina Hardjadinata
Diane Thornton
Dianne Caine
Donna Reed
Donna Todesco
Dora Reale
Dorothy Smith
Dylan Morgan
Elaine Busuttil
Elizabeth Baca
Elizabeth Garman
Ella Manning
Elycia Verheggen
Emma King
Erin Connors
Erin Glancy
Erin Omerovic
Erina Alexander
Esther Power
Fathima Mahmood
Fatima Rebola-Gibson
Filipe Fernandes
Fleur Jubb
Gabrielle Ashworth
Galen Townson
Gary Thomas
Gemma

Georgia Kourouklis
Giovanni Catalan
Glenda Scott
Grace Maneafaiga
Grace Ritter
Haley Dare
Haley Wright
Hannah Brown
Happy Hallagan
Heidi Anderson
Helen Crosbie
Helen Dowling
Helen Sitlington
Helen Tan
Holly Lee
Honor Stewart
Ian Yull
Iven Manning
Jackie D’Souza
Jaidan Bracken
James Fowler
James Gavshon
Jan Miles
Jane Balcombe
Janet Broomfield
Janice Kane
Janine Sanders
Jasmine Kingsford
Jason Stirbinskis
Jayshree Motilal
Jeff Holt
Jeffrey Schmoll
Jennifer Binns
Jennifer Mikucki
Jennifer Stevens
Jenny Lawry
Jessica Hemsley
Jessica Wirrell
Joanna Evans
Jodie Brindley
Jordan Nitsche
Joseph Peplinski
Josie Hacking
Joy Maynard
Juckrid Limbanyen
Judy Duggan
Julia Martin
Julian Wright
Julianne De Pierres
Justin Herriman
Justin O’Brien
Justine Russell
Kacsey Kerr
Karen Watters
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Our Supporters
Karyn Lander
Kate Callaghan
Kath Brady
Kathryn Preston
Katrina Robinson
Katty Masci
Kavita Sharma
Keith Kitchin
Kerrie Jupp
Kim Allen
Kim Burges
Kirsty Pulsinelli
Kristen Rodic
Kristie Morrison
Kylie and Brian Hosking
Kylie Wall
Kyllie Walker
Lana Williams
Larissa Robertson
Laura Mansfield
Laura Murray
Laura Wise
Lauren Bailey
Lawrence Fletcher
Lee Webb
Lesley Bremner Bell
Lesley Burch
Leanne Nickels
Lilliam Cusach
Linda Clarke
Linda Wilson
Linda Tinning
Lisa Cheeseman
Lisa Gucciardi
Lisa Potts
Lorna Stevens
Louise Pearsall-Rieniets
Lynda Youel
Lynn Murray
Madelein Lombardi
Mahyar Ebrahimi
Mandy Bowling
Mandy Seminara
Maree Pickens
Marian Taylor
Marie Mills
Marina Barry
Mark Trupp
Marnie Bennett
Martika Pohla
Matt Hale
Matthew Anstey
Matthew Wong
Medina Dizdarevic

Mei Yi Tan
Melanie Foley
Melanie Hay
Melina Perrin
Melissa Smith
Michael Killiner
Michael Wise
Michelle Boulter
Michelle Kelson
Michelle Ledgar
Michelle Taylor
Monia Masten
Monika Kos
Nancy Lyche
Natalie Barr
Nel Arseven
Nicholas Wu
Nicky Menzies
Nicole Gale
Nicole Hodgson
Nikki Green
Olivia Baker
Orla Milner
Pamela Huxtable
Paola Mena
Pat Beashel
Pat O’Connell
Patrick MacQuillan
Paul Stevens
Peiling Tan
Peter Goldsmith
Peter Stewart
Peter Tippet
Peter Velterop
Phil Colleran
Philippa O’Dea
Rachael Chenhall
Raul Pereira
Rebeca Moen
Rebecca Evans
Renee Frangiosa
Robert Jones
Rod West
Roger Pardoe
Rohan Miller
Rosemary Donovan
Ryan Kelly
Sally Fulford
Saloni Singla
Sam Abbs
Sam Panicker
Samantha Cardo
Samantha Elborne
Sandra Burns

Sanjay Thakur
Sarah Hill
Sarah Wambeck
Shannon Deegan
Sharleen Mann
Shaunna Maher
Sheila Khandakar
Sheridan Robbins
Sonia Czernik
Suzanne Marchesano
Suzanne Riedijk
Tania James
Tayla Millward
Teleisha Wall
Telia Trewarn
Terri Fuhrmann
Thanh-The Tran
Thao Nguyen
Thurles Sitparan
Tiina Price
Todd Cunningham
Tony Maguire
Torben Petersen
Tracey Mitchell
Vanessa Dancer
Vickie Foster
Vicki Moir
Victoria Mazeri
Victoria Tait
Warren Hastings
Xanthe Shaw
Yen Russell
Yenny Alcayga
Zinnia Bahremand
Zoe Gibson
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ABN: 86 136 100 855
Address: PO Box 3072 Shelley WA 6148
Telephone: 1800 870 149
Email: info@zontahouse.org.au
Web address: www.zontahouse.org.au

Like us on Facebook: @zontahouserefuge

in

Follow us on Instagram: @zontahouse #zontahouse

Connect via LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/zonta-house-refuge-association-inc/

